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Executive Summary
In this project, we have built two working models of a product to be sold as a drone
accessory. This product allows drones to play games with each other, and introduces a
whole new experience in recreational drone flying. Our hope is that it will excite the
aviation community, particularly because of its potential for further development. We
foresee this product being improved by implementing further functionality and
augmented reality. With adequate investment of time and money, we believe our
prototypes can be developed into a very desirable products.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In the market today, there is very little or no competition in recreational drone sports.
What already exists is either too fragile, expensive, or uninspired. No to mention that be
it safety, shipping, or shooting, most drones on today’s UAV market are designed to
fulfill only one purpose. So, noticing this gap in the market, we decided to design a
rugged, cheap, and user-friendly alternative that expands the functionality of a
customer’s pre-existing hardware.
What we have built is a universally attachable and detachable accessory that will allow
drones to play games with each other. Our overall design includes an exterior cage to
surround the drone (held in place by a set of nylon cords), and a velcro mounting
system. The cage is made of a network of rods and joints forming a “beach ball” shape
(Figure 1.00).
Figure 1.00 - Beach Ball Shaped Cage

Making our product a universally attachable accessory will excite stakeholders. This is
because it enables them to make use of any drones that they might already own, a
versatility not offered by other options on the market. Instead, if they already own a
drone, they can buy our product and immediately start playing. Our stakeholders will
also be further satisfied because of our use of a “beach ball” shaped cage, velcro, and
nylon cords, each of these items minimize cost and weight while maximizing strength.
Furthermore, to be able to do full-feature testing, we purchased two Visuo XS809
drones (Figure 1.01) to be mounted inside the cages we built. Due to the low payload
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and cost of these drones, a proof-of-concept with our product here will also show that
our ideas work for higher end models.
Figure 1.01 - VISUO XS809 Drone

Keeping in mind that our stakeholders would be interested in a product that is
inexpensive, strong, engaging, and easy to use, we began listing some objectives and
requirements for our design.

1.2 Objectives and Requirements
Table 1: Objectives and Requirements

Objectives

Requirements

Weight: Maximum 70 gram payload to allow

Weight: Maximum 50 gram payload to allow

the VISUO XS809 (Figure 1.1) good mobility.

the VISUO XS809 (Figure 1.1) to fly.

Joint Strength: Ideal Fracture Torque of

LED Visibility: LED’s on the cage must be

Flexural Strength: Minimum strength of

Joint Strength: Maximum Fracture Torque

Flexural Modulus: Maximum modulus of

Flexural Strength: Minimum strength of

0.25 Nm for the cage joints.

200 MPa in the rods for optimal safety.

100 GPa for the rods to be able to form our
desired shape.

visible from the ground for the game to work.
of 0.32 Nm for the cage joints.

100 MPa in the rods for marketable safety.

Flexural Modulus: Minimum modulus of
the LEDs should be easy enough to push that 8.5 GPa in the rods for optimal rigidity.
it properly simulates a “tag.”
Switch Pushability: Switch mechanism for

Drone Suspension: Drone should be

Drone Suspension: Drone needs to be

Button Push ability: Button for LEDs

Button Push ability: Button for LEDs

suspended in the cage well enough that
collision energy is easily absorbed.

should be easy enough to press that contact
causes activation, but inertial force doesn’t.

suspended inside the cage well enough that
props won’t touch the walls.
should be easy enough to press that drones
can do so with minimal velocity.
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2.0 Design and Implementation
Now that the problem we needed to solve was sufficiently clear, we set out to solve it
using all of the resources and methods at our disposal. We divided the project into
mechanical and electrical components, assigning members to each one according to
their strengths. Then, once tasks had been distributed, each subsystem was carefully
designed to make user experience as gratifying as possible. Below explains what we
made, how we made it, and why we chose to make it so.

2.1 Mechanical
Throughout this project, a large portion of our design process has included mechanical
innovations and ideas. From deciding on the shape of our cage to choosing which
materials it would be made of, every problem has had unlimited potential solutions. In
spite of this, we ventured to make ideal decisions regarding our cage structure, rod
material, joint material, suspension line, and mounting mechanism.

Cage Shape/Structure
Choosing the shape and structure of our cage came with some challenges. Our design
needed to minimize weight while maximizing strength. But, with so many different
possible designs, calculations were needed to compare between their properties.
Comparing the weight of each cage design was simple to do using density and volume.
However, comparing their strengths was more challenging. We attempted modeling our
designs using solidworks and calculating fracture stresses by hand, but quickly found
these to be too difficult and time consuming. As an alternative, we built prototypes of our
most promising cage designs using 3D printed PLA and physically tested their strength.
From this it became clear that our “beach ball” design (Figure 1.0) would meet our
needs. Next, now that we had a structural design, we needed to figure out what
materials to build our cage from.
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Carbon Fiber Rods
The material used in the rods making up our cage was a crucial component in our
design. So, to make as informed of a decision as possible, we began compiling a list of
materials. We listed materials that we either thought would perform well based on
personal experience, or had been recommended by Materials Engineering professors.
The table below shows the materials we selected and their relevant mechanical
properties.
Table 2: List of Materials

Material
Name

Density (g/cm3)

Flexural Strength
(MPa)

Flexural Modulus
(GPa)

Polystyrene

1.04

70.0

2.5

Carbon fiber

1.66

613.6

89.0

HDPE

0.97

61.5

1.2

Polypropylene

0.95

40.0

1.5

PVC

1.38

81.4

2.9

Bamboo

1.16

130.2

15.2

fiberglass

2.11

193.1

10.2

First, we needed a lightweight material that could satisfy our payload requirement of 70
grams. This meant that we could only allow materials with a density of less than roughly
2 g/cm3, and ruled out fiberglass accordingly.
After eliminating fiberglass due to its excessive weight, we moved on to finding a
material that was strong enough for our needs. Based on our research, we required a
material with a minimum flexural strength of roughly 100 MPa in order to withstand the
forces we were expecting. Now, bamboo and carbon fiber were our only viable options.
Next, we needed a material that could be bent into a circular shape. We estimated that
a flexural modulus somewhere between 10 and 100 GPa would be malleable enough to
be bent like this, but stiff enough to only minimally deform in the event of a collision. As
a result, both bamboo and carbon fiber were chosen as our construction materials, and
two cages were built. One cage was made with carbon fiber rods, and one cage was
built with bamboo rods (Figure 2.00).
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Figure 2.00 - Bamboo (L) and Carbon Fiber (R) Cages

PLA Joints
Once we chose our material for the cage rods, our next task was to find an appropriate
material and thickness for the joints connecting them. For our material, we chose 3D
printing PLA because of its cheap manufacturing cost and customizable shape. All of
the alternatives we investigated either failed to provide the amount of constructive
freedom we needed, or weren’t as lightweight and cost effective as PLA.
One of our foremost concerns in choosing the joint’s dimensions was making sure that
they would break before the rods. This way we could guarantee to a reasonable degree
that in the event of a failure, our more expensive carbon fiber rods would remain intact.
To ensure this, we conducted a series of tests on joints of different thicknesses and
compared the results with our carbon fiber data. Below is a graph displaying our test
results, with joint thickness in cm, and the torque being applied at failure in Nm.
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After gathering the above data, and finding that under the same test conditions, our
carbon fiber rods would fail at 0.32 Nm, we had enough information to properly design
the joints. Our joints were then printed with a thickness of 0.17 cm, allowing some room
for error because of uncertainties when printing. Remarkably, we now had joints (Figure
2.01/2.02) which were cheap, light, and exactly as strong as we wanted them to be.
Figure 2.01 - PLA Joints

Figure 2.02 - LED and Magnet Cut-out

Nylon Suspension
Originally, we had intended to include a swiveling structure similar to a gyroscope on
the inside of our cage for better stability and energy absorption in collisions. However,
after calculating the maximum payload of the drones we bought, we realized that this
would be far too heavy. Following the removal of this swiveling structure from our
design, we were introduced to the idea of using fishing line to suspend our drone inside
its cage to conserve weight. We promptly chose to implement this, and also attached
fishing swivels (Figure 2.03) to allow some of the same swiveling action we had
previously intended.
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Figure 2.03 - Fishing Swivel

After fishing swivels, we looked into other materials for suspending the drone inside the
cage. To our surprise, we found that nylon line was both stronger and cheaper than
fishing line. So, we switched to nylon because of it’s improved quality and negligible
cost. Finding this stronger material meant that deformation in the line when under stress
would be lowered, and result in a more rigid final design.

Velcro Mounting
Finally, we needed a system to secure our drone inside the cage. Our first design
accomplished this using metal clamps (Figure 2.04). However, we later found a more
lightweight alternative to be velcro. By exploiting the fact that velcro is very strong under
shear stress, we were able to construct a resilient system that weighed significantly less
(Figure 2.05). The velcro also allowed us to simply sew the fishing swivels to it.
Figure 2.04 - Metal Clamps

Figure 2.05 - VELCRO® Brand Fasteners
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2.2 Electrical
Around the outside of our cage, an electrical system was integrated to enable games
like “button tag” (see appendix A) to be played. This system (Figure 2.06) combines
magnetic switches, batteries, and LEDs into a magnet activated light array, allowing
drones to tag and be tagged. Taggings are indicated by the activation of LEDs on a
drones cage, and triggered by magnetic reed switches.
Figure 2.06 - Electrical System Diagram

Reed Switches
In order to play button tag, a switch was needed to light up our LED arrays when the
drones get tagged. We needed a switch would activate when contact with other drones
was made, but not when experiencing accelerative forces. Originally, we considered
using push buttons (Figure 2.07) on the outside of the cage. However, after testing we
discovered that these were a poor option because they required a continuous
unidirectional force. This would be too difficult to achieve with a drone in flight. In
addition, the shape of these buttons made them difficult to attach to the cage. Following
this discovery, we searched for suitable alternatives, and found no lightweight, versatile,
and easy to push buttons. Consequently, we needed to a new approach to how to build
our tag switch.
Figure 2.07 - Push Button(XPBP-9)
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After some research, we found magnetic reed switches (Figure 2.08) to be the answer
to our problem. Fortunately, these were more versatile than the XPBP-9, while
maintaining modest weight. The Reed switch weighs less than a gram and has a slim
design, making it easy to attach to the cage. This made for a great alternative to the
XPBP-9, and with this adaptation, all we needed was to add toggle functionality.

Figure 2.08 - Reed Switch

Toggle Mechanism
For optimizing user experience, we decided that we should add a toggle mechanism to
our electrical system. With a toggle mechanism, the LEDs stay lit after being activated.
This is great, because without this it is likely that during gameplay LEDs will be lit
momentarily, making taggings unclear. With toggle enabled, a magnet brought within
one centimeter of the magnetic switch will turn on the LEDs. Then, when the magnetic
switch is activated again, they will turn off.
This was accomplished by designing a custom circuit board (Figure 2.09) using a 555
timer, 160V-1 μ F capacitor, resistors, and a magnetic switch. Because of our circuit
design (Figure 2.10), additional switches need to be in parallel, and additional LEDs
need to be in series.
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Figure 2.09 - Circuit Board

Figure 2.10 - Circuit Design
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Batteries
In our circuit, the batteries power the LEDs and the circuit board. Each LED requires 3V
power and we are using three LEDs on the cage. Therefore, our electrical systems
require at least 9V in total. First, a standard 9V battery was chosen. However, the
weight of this battery far exceeded the allowable payload of the drone. Instead, we used
three 3V Lithium CR1216-3 batteries (Figure 2.11). These weigh 3 grams in total, and
supply the required 9V. These batteries, along with the control board, were mounted on
the bottom joint (Figure 2.12).
Figure 2.11 - CR1216-3 Lithium Battery

Figure 2.12 Battery and Circuit Board Casing

2.3 User Experience
When designing this product, we have heavily prioritized optimizing the users
experience. Without a strongly positive user experience, a product is doomed to fail on
the market. To help guarantee this quality of work, things like storage, ease of use, and
gameplay have been the primary source of our attention throughout all stages of the
design process.
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Storage
The storage of our product before and after use is relatively simple. Rods and joints can
be disconnected, with 18 rods, 8 joints, and one pair of joints connected by our nylon
line and velcro mount . The entire product easily fits inside of a tube with 40 cm length,
5 cm diameter, and has a weight of 45 grams.

Ease Of Use
The process of attaching and detaching our cage is simple in nature. If the cage is
already built, all that one must do is fasten the velcro mount around the body of their
drone and then they are ready to fly. However, cage assembly can be a lengthy process
if the person assembling it doesn’t know what they are doing. With some practice, cage
assembly time can be lowered to just minutes!

Gameplay
After full testing, and flying our two drones in a real game of button tag, we can
confidently verify that drone sports are extremely fun. Furthermore, we have found that
these games are not only exciting to play, but to spectate. The combination of flight and
sport makes for a truly sensational experience.

3.0 Conclusions and Future Work
Humanity’s fascination with flight isn’t going away, and neither is our love of competition
and sport. With these universal qualities in mind, Drone Sports promises to create an
exciting and accessible activity that everyone can enjoy. We are confident that this
product has huge potential for success. And, with so much room for further
development, investing time and money into this endeavour early on is sure to prove
worthwhile. More games could be created, like Capture the Flag, Soccair, and Laser
Tag (see Appendix A). Furthermore, with the integration of augmented reality (AR) and
VR headsets, the possibilities are literally endless!
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5.0 Appendices
5.1 Appendix A – Games
Soccair: This game is analogous to soccer in the air. Using the hover ball held at a constant
altitude, users will strike the hover ball by colliding with it to try to score a goal through the
opponents suspended ring.
Button Tag: This game is similar to tag and a wrestling match. Each drone will be equipped

with a button that activates LED lights. The objective of this game is to activate your opponents
lights without them activating yours. The last drone with their LED lights unactivated wins.
Capture the Flag: In this game, there will be two hover balls in action. Each hover ball is

equivalent to a flag in a traditional game of capture the flag, where each team is trying to bring
back the opponents’ hover ball to their home base. Players are eliminated using the buttons on
the shell of the exoskeleton, and the first team to get the other teams ball through their goal
wins.
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